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Six Senses Duxton

Andrew Zobler

Alila Yangshuo

Anouska Hempel works her magic at
the first urban resort for Six Senses

The founder and CEO of Sydell Group talks
collaborations, culture and community

A disused sugar mill in rural China is given a
new lease of life by Alila Hotels & Resorts

NEXO LUCE
Oxen
Inspired by Bauhaus designs,
Oxen by Nexo Luce balances
contemporary aesthetics and
innovative solutions. The series
expresses elegance and minimalism,
centering on geometric forms and
colour schemes of copper, antique
bronze and satin gold, as well as
polished chrome, black and white.
Featuring ceiling, floor, wall and
table lights, Oxen champions the
integration between art and design
through the simplicity of lines and
shapes, using slender frames and
glass and metal combinations to
create bold contrasts.

CLAN MILANO
Walley
Clan Milano’s Walley chandelier draws inspiration
from the refined aesthetics of the 1950s to deliver
sophisticated minimalism and elegance. The collection
features solid elliptical frames endowed with a metallic
finish, creating a fluid configuration that surrounds
white globes in encased glass, while suspended stars
emanate a soft luminiscence.
www.clanmilano.house

www.nexoluce.com

BROKIS
Jack O’Lantern
Designed by Lucie Koldova, Jack O’Lantern is inspired by the carving
of pumpkins and features a subtle and geometrically balanced structure
that offers a wide variety of combinations. Available in surface finishes
of chrome and brass, the light can be hung separately or in vertical
arrangements. In addition to the suspension variant, there is also a wall
composition comprising five frames joined in a single module for up to
five glass spheres which rely on gravity to stay in place.
www.brokis.cz

ANGLEPOISE
Original 1227 Mini Ceramic
The Original 1227 Mini Ceramic series by Anglepoise exudes simplicity
and elegance, combining the glossy smoothness of pure bone china
shades with chrome-plated fittings and grey fabric cables for subtle
textural contrasts. The four-piece collection radiates soft, ambient
light as the white gloss shades turn translucent, while a debut cluster
pendant is both a contemporary take on the chandelier and a statementmaking addition to the range.
www.anglepoise.com
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